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CHAPTER ONE 
INTRODUCTION: THE EVOLUTION OF AN IDEA 
During the summer term of 2003 at Iowa State University, the first year architecture 
graduate studio worked on a school design project on Goose Island in Chicago, Illinois. 
Preliminary discussions about completing a design-build project for a thesis began during 
that summer term. Four other students in the class, in addition to myself, were interested in 
the design-build thesis project: JaDee Goering, Ryan Kranz, Brent Sevcik, and Meredith 
White . JaDee relayed information about the University of Kansas graduate program in 
architecture, where students complete a design-build project every year in which they build a 
house. As an undergraduate student in Interior Design at Iowa State University (ISU), I 
became familiar with the work of Samuel Mockbee and Auburn University' s Rural Studio 
design-build program. As discussions about this possible thesis option progressed. we shared 
these examples of design-build types with our classmates. It was soon after these discussions 
that we decided to seriously pursue a design-build project of our own. We discussed the idea 
with Professor Clare Cardinal-Pett, our summer studio instructor and Director of Graduate 
Education in the architecture graduate program. She was very receptive to the idea and 
suggested that we contact Professor Bruce Bassler who taught ISU's design-build studio. 
Professor Bassler has led the design-build studio since 1998, which in the past had 
consisted of building architectural elements within ISU' s College of Design (COD) building. 
He located spaces inside the COD that were "empty" or "void." and a studio of 
approximately fifteen students would design and build an architectural feature to fill the 
space. As years passed and the studio continued as part of the graduate curriculum, empty 
spaces in the college gradually filled with the design-build studios projects; in 2003 the 
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design-build studio ran out of "empty" space and moved into studio space, designing and 
building a Geographic Information Systems (GIS) laboratory on the fifth floor of the COD. 
By 2003 the design-build studio grew out of the COD building, and Professor Bassler 
decided that it was time to move the projects out of the building and off campus. Bassler's 
new goal for the studio was to better fulfill the mission of ISU as a land grant university and 
serve its constituents, the people of Iowa. For the Department of Architecture that goal 
meant bringing good design to places in Iowa that perhaps hadn't been exposed to the value 
of good architecture, as well as to foster a better understanding of the architecture profession. 
At the same time that our thesis group was discussing the possibility of a design-build 
project, Professor Bassler had been discussing his idea for moving design-build projects off 
campus with Bill McAnnally, the director of the building trades program at Iowa Central 
Community College (ICCC). Bruce and Bill met in early 2003 and discussed the possibility 
ofISU students designing a building that would then be constructed by ICCC students. The 
idea was taking shape, and there were great possibilities ahead: academically, practically, and 
professionally. A relationship between ISU students and ICCC students would be unique in 
the realm of academic design-build projects, and it would allow a small group of designers to 
see a design come to fruition in a fraction of the time it would take them to build it 
themselves. The advantage to the inclusion of ICCC students in the project was their voice 
in the process. Rather than simply constructing a building from drawings, they would be 
heard by the designer. The ICCC students would have input in the interface between 
drawing and erecting, and a synergistic learning relationship between designer and builder 
would be possible if ISU and ICCC became a team. 
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It was around this time that our idea met with Professor Bassler's new goals for the 
design-build studio, as we met with him in July, 2003 to discuss the design-build thesis 
project. Together, we decided that our upcoming semesters would be used for our pre-thesis, 
thesis, and option studio courses to research, locate, secure, design, and build a work of 
architecture. 
From Idea to Project 
Initially we discussed designing low income housing, deciding it was a good model 
for a design-build project. However, a meeting with Habitat for Humanity was unfruitful. 
Because of the nature of Habitat for Humanity, all the structures are similar, leaving little 
room for a "one of a kind" design. Although this organization does great work for those in 
need, we would be unable to design our own house, due to their regulations. We turned our 
attention to geography, hoping that we could go out and find a project that we could work on 
somewhere in central Iowa. We set out to locate a town in Iowa that was roughly equidistant 
from Ames, our headquarters and Fort Dodge, ICCC's headquarters. We studied a map and 
selected Jewell , Iowa. Our next move was to set up a meeting with Mr. Scott Ervin the head 
journalist, photographer, editor in chief, and publisher of the Hamilton County Record News, 
which serves Jewell and the surrounding area. At a meeting in early 2004, Mr. Ervin 
informed us that a community development group existed in Jewell called the Jewell Area 
Development Enterprise (JADE), and that they might be interested in funding a project in 
Jewell that we could design and build. As an aside he mentioned that the local golf course 
clubhouse was in disrepair and needed to be replaced. He said that there was a desire by a 
majority of the membership to replace the outdated structure, which was an old farmhouse. 
Bruce set up a meeting with the JADE group and invited Dan Seitsinger, a member of the 
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Board of Directors of the Jewell Golf and Country Club (JGCC), to attend. Mr. Seitsinger 
had already been contacting builders and had even produced a crude floor plan using 
computer aided design (CAD) software. The meeting set into motion what became our 
project. JADE's desire to create a community gathering place coupled with the golf course 
membership's desire for a new facility created the model type for our building: a 
clubhouse/community gathering space. 
We began the programming phase. Our project was conceived and we, the designers, 
were first able to conceptualize its most basic program: A golf course clubhouse and event 
space. We now had to devise a way to understand what the user's program requirements 
were. Our solution was to prepare a questionnaire with which we would interview the Jewell 
Golf and Country Club Board of Directors, and ask them their needs and wants for the 
building that could in turn be quantified into spaces with known square footage. In addition, 
through interviews, we wanted to try to get a sense of their qualitative aspirations for the new 
building, that is, what they were looking for aesthetically and emotionally. 
Project Programming 
On May 5, 2004, we gave a questionnaire (See Appendix A) to the JGCC Board of 
Directors; this was the starting point for the project' s program and for the final product. The 
questionnaire was based upon meetings that we had with the Board prior to May 2004. One 
of the first documents we had to work with was the crude floor plan that board member Dan 
Seitsinger developed using a rudimentary CAD software program (See Appendix 8). It 
showed three main spaces: a kitchen, which comprised roughly one quarter of the floor plate, 
an open multi-purpose area which comprised roughly two fifths of the floor plate, and a 
centrally located bar. There was an office for the manager, kitchen storage, men's and 
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women's restrooms and a front entrance. Retaining walls were drawn to the east because the 
JGCC Board initially conceived of the project as having two levels with the lower level being 
a large open space with a walk out patio to the east. 
Upon inspection of Mr. Seitsinger's plan, and after talking to the Board members, it 
was clear that what they wanted was very nearly a commercial kitchen. They were specific 
about having the ability to serve large functions using their kitchen rather than hiring a 
caterer. We also learned from the results of our questionnaire (See Appendix C) and 
interviews that separation of the "golf seating" from the "event space" was important because 
the situation would surely arise where a golf tournament or a league night would occur at the 
same time as a reception or party. Some Board members were adamant that the way to 
achieve that separation was to have two levels, which would create the challenge of serving 
food to gatherings on both levels. According to the Board, the manager's office, while 
adequate in size, was poorly located. There was no view of the cash register from it nor of 
the staging area, so it was difficult for the manager to "watch over" things since he/she had 
no view. We now felt that we were ready to discern the spatial components, which would 
comprise the facility. They included the following: 
1. Event Space 
2. Golf Seating 
3. Kitchen (with walk-in cooler) 
4. Manager's Office 
5. Bar (including the facilities only register) 
6. Restrooms 
7. Retail Area 
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8. Mechanical Room 
9. Storage 
In order to begin the actual design of the facility, we knew that we would have to 
allocate square footage requirements to each space. To do this we first looked to the Board's 
requirement for occupancy. They anticipated occupancy of 200 people maximum. Through 
further interviews with the Board we took this to mean roughly 150 people in the event space 
and 50 people in the golf seating. Using the Uniform Building Code via Architectural 
Graphic Standards (See Appendix D) we determined that the maximum floor area per 
occupant for an assembly area such as the clubhouse was 15 square feet. Using this figure 
we determined that our event space should be 2,250 SQ. FT, and our golf seating should be 
750 SQ. FT. The square footage for the restrooms was determined by the code requirement 
for fixtures within each restroom (See Appendix E). We determined that to make each of the 
restrooms accessible it would take 150 SQ. FT. per restroom. Since the previous manager' s 
office had adequate square footage, we left the requirement at 100 SQ. FT. The retail area 
was conceived of as simply a display from which one would choose an item to purchase at 
the cash register, so no more than about 50 SQ. FT. of space seemed necessary for that. 
As far as the bar and kitchen were concerned, we relied heavily on the experience of 
one of our group members, Ryan Kranz, who had worked for many years in, and managed, 
restaurants with commercial kitchens and bars. From our interviews with the Board we were 
able to take their list of wants; for example, they wanted to serve 200 people at clubhouse 
functions , and made a list of needs with which we could determine square footage. By 
assessing the list of equipment that would be needed for the kitchen and bar we were able to 
determine a square footage requirement in the kitchen of 500 SQ. FT. and 250 SQ. FT. for 
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the bar. We knew that we wanted as much storage in the facility as possible and that the 
mechanical room requirement was somewhat ambiguous, since we did not yet know the 
types, numbers, or sizes of units we would need. 
What we did know was that the Board had $250,000 to spend. We also knew that a 
typical architecture project costs 40% materials cost I 60% labor cost to 50% materials cost I 
50% labor cost and that we were offering labor for free . We knew that we wanted to give 
JGCC as much square footage as possible, but didn' t want to go below $50.00 per square 
foot in materials spending. Therefore, we did not want to go above 5,000 total SQ. FT. on 
the project. 
From all of these known items and needs for square footage, we determined the 
amount of square footage that was left over for the program. We had already established that 
we would need 4,200 SQ. FT., so we had 800 SQ. FT. to work with to satisfy the mechanical 
and storage requirements. 
We were now prepared to employ the programming methods we learned in 
Architecture 528 G-1 , Integrated Design Laboratory as taught by Assistant Professor Tom 
Leslie (See Appendix F) that stressed four main parts to this quantitative analysis which are: 
area block diagrams, adjacencies vs. affinities ,organizational strategies such as linear, 
centralized, and stratification, and the iterative process. Appendix G illustrates this process, 
beginning with a spreadsheet containing pertinent information through the final designed 
floor plan. 
Designing the JGCC brought to the forefront the notion that there are two distinct 
schools of thought when it comes to programming: the rigid data driven "assembly line" end 
versus the nebulous, emotive, "What does a building want to be?" end. As we did the 
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programming for this project, we pulled from these two schools of thought and landed 
somewhere in the middle, which is a direct by-product of our education in Architecture from 
Iowa State University. 
In my thesis , I will describe this programming process, during which at various 
points I felt conflicted and pulled in different directions. The main point of conflict being that 
the Board of the JGCC was primarily interested in the spaces that they perceived they 
needed, not programming, while we as a design group wanted to explore the program more 
fully, so that the space we designed had meaning. My other team members involved in this 
project wrote their thesis papers on different components of the project; however all of our 
topics are interrelated. JaDee Goering discussed the materials used for the project; Ryan 
Kranz wrote about the feasibility of the design-build partnership with ICCC; along those 
lines Meredith White discussed the process of the project, including the partnership with 
ICCC; finally, Brent Sevcik discussed the sustainability of the design. Each topic discussed 
has its own significance in relation to this design-build project, and together the theses work 
in conjunction with one another, almost like chapters of a book. 
Chapters 2 and 3 will discuss alternate methods of programming from what we used 
at Jewell , which I consider to be on opposite ends of an architectural programming spectrum. 
The reason for the exploration of the methods described in Chapters 2 and 3 is to try to set 
the stage for Chapter 4, in which I describe the JGCC programming process that we 
employed. In the conclusion, I will discuss the goals that we had for JGCC and how we did 
or did not meet them, as well as how our programming worked for this project. 
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CHAPTER TWO 
PENA 
William Pena's Problem Seeking Model 
For William Pena, programming is to design as analysis is to synthesis. He states in 
the book Problem Seeking that "programming precedes design just as analysis precedes 
synthesis. The separation of the two is imperative, and avoids trial-and-error design 
alternatives. Separation is central to an understanding of a rational architectural process, 
which leads to good buildings" (Pena, 20). 
Problem Seeking is the grandchild of the programming methods developed by the 
architecture firm of Caudill Rowlett Scott (CRS) of Houston, Texas. William Caudill had 
become well known in the l 950's for articles that he wrote on architectural programming, 
and by the 1960's CRS had become known for their prowess as programmers. In 1969 
Caudill encouraged Pena and John Focke, another CRS architect and programmer, to write 
about their methods and experiences as programmers, which became the first incarnation of 
Problem Seeking. This little booklet quickly became a popular tool for professionals and 
students alike, and it would forever bolster the systematic approach of separating 
programming and design. Problem Seeking 's indelible imprint was left upon the profession 
of architecture when in 1973 the National Council of Architectural Registration Boards 
(NCARB) used it as a basis for the pre-design component of their new professional exam (5). 
A popularized version of Problem Seeking was published in 1977, and a revised version was 
published in 1987 by CRSS, Inc, which was founded by William Pena, as it was the new 
version of the original firm Caudill Rowlett Scott. 
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Problem Seeking at Iowa State University 
The pervasion of Pena 's method of programming into academia is vast and has 
indeed reached Iowa State University. For the architecture department' s third year materials 
and assemblies course, Architecture 448 Materials and Assemblies II , Professor Bruce 
Bassler uses images from Problem Seeking to teach architectural programming. Bassler 
shows the class slide images of Pena's tables and matrices (See Appendix H) to encourage a 
methodical and thorough approach to goal making and information gathering in the analysis 
phase of the process of architecture. In two particular slides (See Appendix I) , Bassler uses 
the example of a middle school to express the four parts of the "whole problem" (28) which 
are Function, Form, Economy, and Time (See Appendix J). Each of the four parts of the 
whole problem is expounded upon as schematic design premises. Form, for example, is 
described with this premise: Since the school should provide the total needs of the student, 
the design should facilitate the unscheduled social interaction of the students, as well as the 
scheduled educational activities. This premise relates directly to numbers five and six, 
environment and quality, under Form in Appendix H. This is just one example of the ways 
Pena separates and isolates every requirement for a successful program of any building type 
through the filter of Problem Seeking. 
With regard to Pena's model of separation of programming (analysis) and design 
(synthesis) Fehmi Dogan and Craig Zimring quote Ashraf Salama as saying: "The critical 
characteristics of this approach-that design should be delayed until information gathering and 
analysis, that the clients role is to provide information and approval , and that the ... designer is 
primarily responsible for creative design-pervades architectural scholarship, education and 
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practice" (47). Salama's view of this approach concerning the client ' s role is quite familiar in 
the case of the Jewell Golf and Country Club project. We did indeed consider our clients 
role to be the information and approval giver. 
The approach to the programming on JGCC could be considered a "technical-
rational" approach (Horgen et al. , 39) which means that the " ... programmer collects 
information, identifies conflicts, and provides a coherent set of goals and specifications for 
designers."(Dogan and Zimring, 47). 
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CHAPTER3 
KAHN 
The Louis Kahn Approach 
There is perhaps no architect who expressed a more antithetical view to the 
programming taught in architecture schools than Louis I. Kahn. In 1959 in Otterlo, 
Netherlands Kahn said, "the program is nothing. The program is a hindrance. You must 
answer the program .. . [I]t is the occupation of the architect to change the program, to make 
the program alive to the very existence will which started the school. (Kahn, 84-85) ... The 
existence will of a school, for instance is not classrooms and corridors but "a realm of spaces 
within which it is well to leam"(83). 
Kahn went on to explain how the existence will made form with the example of a 
chapel: 
So, what is a chapel really? A chapel , to me, is a space that one can be in, but 
must have excess of space around it, so that you don't have to go in. That 
means, it must have an ambulatory, so that you don't have to go into the 
chapel; and the ambulatory must have an arcade outside, so that you don't 
have to go into the ambulatory; and the object outside is a garden, so that you 
don't have to go into the arcade; and the garden has a wall , so that you can be 
outside of it or inside of it. The essential thing you see is that the chapel is a 
personal ritual , and it is not a set ritual , and it is from this that you get the 
form. (86) 
This example seems to suggest that for Kahn the existence will of a chapel is a place 
for a personal ritual , not a set ritual. Because of this, he describes this kind of concentric 
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system with a chapel in the center and radiating outward an ambulatory, an arcade, a garden, 
and finally a wall. For Kahn, the arcade and garden are part of the program regardless of 
whether or not a client would suggest them. The form however is not the same as the design 
according to Kahn. "Form is not design, not a shape, not a dimension. It is not a material 
thing" (Kahn b., 141). Following up on this idea, Dogan and Zimring comment "Design is 
material and it is the realization of the form according to the circumstantial needs" (48). 
The most well known example of Kahn's "existence will making form" is the First 
Unitarian Church (FUC) in Rochester, New York, which he designed from 1959-1961. The 
program from the congregation called for a church and school. The figure in Appendix K 
illustrates Kahn's design process drawing in which we see the concentric rings of his 
conception of the chapel form. He has added another ring, which is the school. Kahn 
translates the form into the design very literally in his first design, labeled "FIRST DESIGN 
close translation of realization in form". It has a rigid geometry with the sanctuary located in 
the center of the square structure. 
The last drawing labeled "Design realization from circumstantial demands" is 
essentially the final design for the church and school (See Appendix L). The circumstantial 
demands mentioned are the congregation's desired solution of separate attached buildings: 
church + school which Kahn also made a sketch of and promptly labeled, "NO! "(See 
Appendix K) With the final design, which was built, Kahn was able to fulfill the 
circumstantial demands while also keeping the existence will and his definition of form 
intact. 
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JGCC and Existence Will 
There was no discussion of existence will with regards to the Jewell Golf Course and 
Country Club. The concept never occurred to us, at least not in the way Kahn defined it. 
What is the existence will of a Golf course clubhouse or of a community center? Perhaps 
they are both spaces within which to interact with others of a same purpose. Whatever the 
existence will is, it is not what drove our design. The elements that determined the form and 
thus the design of the Jewell project were preconceived notions that included the following: 
• The golf seating and the event space must be configured such that they can be 
separated from each other sometimes and adjoin other times; 
• The golf seating and event space must both have access to the kitchen so that food 
can be served in each space separately and simultaneously; 
• The manager's office must be located such that they can see patrons approaching the 
course and also have a view to the first tee box as well as a view to the bar and cash 
register. 
These types of statements are much different than the statements Kahn makes about a chapel. 
Kahn had thought deeply about the experience one has in a chapel and how the built 
environment should facilitate and enhance that experience. The approach to Jewell was to 
treat the experience as a sort of unknown, which would have to fit into our plan with a view 
to the north and the golf course. 
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CHAPTER FOUR 
JGCC 
How the New Jewell Golf & Country Club Happened 
In 1959 Louis Kahn began to speak publicly about his view of architectural 
programming and the pre-design process. He was about to find a like-minded client in the 
congregation of the First Unitarian Church. In Louis Kahn's Situated Modernism Sarah 
Williams Goldhagen relates, 
[I]n early 1959, the congregation began the process of selecting an architect 
by distributing questionnaires, asking its members to characterize 
Unitarianism and express their views on what a new building should be. Out 
of a list of twenty or so possible adjectives provided to describe their faith, the 
top five selected were "searching" (60 percent), "rational" (44 percent), 
"democratic" and "non-dogmatic" (both 43 percent), and "tolerant" (39 
percent). Seventy-three percent wanted a building in "contemporary or 
modem" style "with a sparing use of symbols"; some members of the 
congregation expressed a preference for "stone or brick with glass or wood as 
secondary materials. (138) 
The discussion of adjectives seems to hearken to Kahn's idea of existence will. Kahn 
describes the existence will of a school as "a realm of spaces within which it is well to learn" 
(Kahn, 83), so it seems that he would be more receptive to hear these aspirations from a 
client than to get a program which requests "x" number of square feet for "x" number of 
rooms , especially since he was on record as saying "the program is nothing." It was Kahn 
and the FUC's mutual good fortune that they became a team. 
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The story of Iowa State University ' s marriage with the Jewell Golf and Country Club 
is quite different. No questionnaires were developed by JGCC's Board of Directors with 
regard to aspirations for a new facility. A reason for this, perhaps, has to do with the time at 
which ISU came into contact and eventually partnered with JGCC. ISU sought out JGCC 
which is quite the opposite situation from a typical client/architect relationship . When we 
first met with the JGCC Board in earnest about a project in April, 2004, they knew only that 
they wanted a new facility and they had a very basic CAD floor plan. It was we, ISU, who 
really propelled the process by preparing a presentation for JGCC' s annual spring 
membership meeting that explained what design-build is and what the process might be like 
for this particular project. More importantly we explained the financial savings that were 
possible to them if they involved ISU and Iowa Central Community College by discussing 
the percentages of labor cost versus material cost on typical architectural projects; 
additionally, we could reduce the price tag of a new facility by roughly half since the labor 
would be free. 
Such was the foundation that the project was built on, quantities, specifically, money. 
This should have been abundantly clear when. during the April 2004 JGCC membership 
meeting that we attended and made our "pitch" at, one of the members asked, "If we can get 
a $500,000 building for $250,000 does that mean that we can get a $200,000 building for 
$100,000?" That question said a lot and it set a tone for the project which would be reflected 
in the project questionnaire that we prepared for the JGCC Board of Directors (See Appendix 
A> 
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Our questionnaire includes questions such as the following: "What items do you want 
to sell? How much do you want to sell them for?" and "How many people do you want to 
serve"? With regard to offices we ask, "How many offices do you want?" 
There are no questions that ask the board to express what the building should be, in terms of 
adjectives or of their emotional involvement with it, nor do the board members ever relay any 
of their aspirations beyond wanting a full bar and the ability to cook for two hundred people. 
Through the interview subsequent to completion of the questionnaire conducted on May 5, 
2004, we were able to get an idea of material preferences just as the FUC had done in 1959. 
We discovered that materially the board had a preference for cedar, brick, and vertical metal 
seamed roofing and a dislike of tan/beige siding or brick. By February 2005, they were 
requesting beige. 
Our questionnaire relied upon responses from a seven person board of directors for a 
club with a membership of over two hundred people but no input from any people that would 
be considered the user group of the event/community space which is the entire community of 
Jewell. It might or might not be accurate to say that more input would have been helpful 
than what we began with, but in retrospect, I am certain that the intellectual pool from which 
we gathered our pre-programming information was too small in relationship to whom the end 
users will be. One particular part of the program for which this was quite evident was the 
Event Space. This would be a space for community groups to use, who were not necessarily 
golf club members. When the Board initially suggested that it could be located in the 
basement level of the facility, it immediately raised red flags with us, the designers. Apart 
from the fact that two levels would require more kitchen and bathroom facilities , a basement 
gathering space would have no natural light and would have no view of the golf course that it 
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would be set upon. In this case, we became the advocates for those people who were 
underrepresented or unrepresented during our interview process with the JGCC Board. One 
centrally located kitchen that could service the golf side and event side could get both sides 
onto the same level and allow both sides to have a view to the golf course. Both sides could 
also use the same bathrooms. A two level solution would have caused an event space user to 
either enter on the main floor and immediately descend stairs to reach their destination or to 
use an entrance on the lower level. In either case, one user group has a separate experience 
from the other, which we considered problematic. Our solution, in addition to putting all 
functions on one level, was to create one main entrance that led to the golf area and event 
area separately so that both user groups could enter through the same door. We also 
designed an entrance to the golf side separately that was near the golf cart staging area and 
the first tee box to facilitate efficiency of entering, paying your greens fee, and going out to 
golf. 
While the design changed several times throughout the course of the project, the 
program did not. The basic relationships established early on and decribed (as bubble 
diagrams) at a presentation to the Board as early as August, 2004 (See Appendix M) 
remained strong. In the end the JGCC building is a centralized plan with the managers 
office, golf seating, and event space having views to the north, and a core of kitchen, bar, 
bathrooms, storage and mechanical. (See Appendix N) The entire design team remained 
cognizant of the program throughout the design process. 
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CHAPTER FIVE 
CONCLUSION 
A Project Near Completion 
As I write this, the new Jewell Golf and country club is under construction, that is to 
say it is not finished yet. At this point we cannot know that the programming decisions we 
made were successful however hopeful we are that they will be. In fact it may take weeks, 
months. or perhaps years to know how successful or not the programming was for this 
project. The same, of course is true of the success of the project as a whole. We do have and 
did have goals for the project in the early stages. We expressed them to the JGCC 
membership in our presentation at their annual spring meeting in April, 2004; we also 
expressed that the final product would be the manifestation of those goals. (See Appendix 0 ) 
They included: 
• A building that is a better value because labor is free and it' s custom designed 
• A self supporting facility 
• Increased publicity for the golf course 
• Architectural presence welcoming people to town 
• Interaction with the community 
• Additional space for events 
• Community center 
There is no question that the JGCC is getting a quality facility at an excellent value. 
They are getting a custom built building for literally half the cost it would have taken if they 
had paid for labor. After our initial meetings with the JGCC board it was evident that they 
wanted a self supporting facility. We considered that an important goal. Through our 
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programming and design we've made it possible for the JGCC facility to generate revenue 
using the new kitchen, bar, and event space. Articles in the Hamilton County Record News , 
as well as word of mouth in Jewell have created a lot of publicity for the golf course. 
Whether this is good or bad probably hinges on ISU and ICCC's ability to finish the project 
on time and on budget. Either way, when completed, the JGCC building will rival any and 
all of the neighboring communities' club houses and with proper marketing by the Board 
should attract a myriad of functions . Approaching Jewell from the north, the JGCC building 
is noticeable by its unique design. 
The interaction that we've had with the community has been primarily through the 
JGCC memberships meetings, and our engagement ofresidents of Jewell has mostly been 
through the newspaper articles that we have written, which is not two-way communication. 
That's not to say that we did not ask for feedback through the paper. We did. We just didn' t 
get any, neither in letter form to the editor of the paper nor electronically to the Web site that 
we put in the paper. There have been many occasions at the project site when curious people 
stop and inquire about the project. Many people use the golf course parking lot as a 
turnabout from which to view the building's progress. For the most part, the interaction with 
the community has been positive or ambivalent. We have seen many people at the site 
during construction who play their nine holes and are simply oblivious to the project. There 
was one occasion at a Jewell eatery when one community member became belligerent with 
Bill McAnnally and Ryan Kranz, but the project has been met mostly with good natured 
curiosity typical of a shy Iowa community. The JGCC indeed will have more space for 
events, roughly 2,000 square feet that they didn't have before, with an impressive view of the 
golf course, more outdoor seating area, and a new kitchen and bar. Additionally, as a 
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condition of our involvement, the residents of Jewell will be able to use it for their 
community events. 
For the most part the graduate student team of designers got out of the JGCC project 
what we wanted. We designed a building that is being built and we have experienced 
everything that goes with the programming, design and construction of a building: dealing 
with contractors, ordering and fabricating materials, meeting with the clients. We have 
gotten construction experience and feedback from builders. Individually, I gained a great 
amount of understanding about programming and design. Although there are two distinct 
schools of thought about programming, which I explore in the previous chapters, landing in 
the middle did prove to be successful. We neither relied on a program that was too data-
driven, nor did we rely on the client' s emotions, or lack thereof in this case, to drive the 
project. This project provided me with a way to learn how to come up with a program that 
worked for the design team, the clients, and the space. 
Food 
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APPENDIX A 
QUESTIONNAIRE 
\\: Ital it<.:11" do yuu w~111t tu se JJ » How much .' 
Separate Register'.' 
\\"hat is the c urn:nt <.:a rt sit uation'1 
What is the c urrent rdail situatio n'/ 
\Vhcre dn you pay green fees ·.> In the ideal snuattun. how 'Nould >omconc !!O from 
their <.:ar to pay green kes1 
Would you w:int a sma ll refreshment stan<l hy register'.' 
What 1s c u rrent menu·) 
\\:hat cl'c would you like to he nn the menu·.• 
What SJ7c nf kitchen» 
Type ,,f cquipment"I 
ll ow many 1-x:opk do yo11 wan t to _;crve·: 
Who does the cooking? 
Fm larger e~..:111> . is it catered ') 
Ou1duu1 grill '' 
lJo you '"mt th..: same menu dunng gol f >eason and re st of th<.: y<.:ar '' 
H ow many p..:ople usuall y cat lunch now'.' 
\lv'hat food rdatcd func tions do you cxpccL' 
\Nila! typ<: ol wa1tstaff" 
fl ow many tabk.s or pcopk do you want to be able to accommodate" 
Do y<H1 want a separated dining area '' 
1, 11 a lul l l>a1 ·: 
r )~I YUll \\'a nl k~µ lx.:c.•f °! 
\\'hat " the har situation now" 
Wh:ll would you li ke· it to Ix'.' 
Dn ynu want additinnal cntertainment'I tv. dart>. etc . 
Wh:1t IYJ'<' of >t'ali11g'' 
I lu\l du vrn1 wan t the har to function in rcl:H1t'n'h1p to the d1n1ng area'' 
Snh1k1 11g. non-~n1oki 11~ an.:a-..,? 
\ ·f c1 11hc1., hip'.' 
\V~i! !... -nn " ' 
J'o urn;i mc' lll c:ip,ic it:(' Do the) requi re >;>t'cial >1x1ccs'' 
Special t.:\. C flt~ '? 
/\vt:r~1g1.: pcnp!t: hang1n~ out in h'1r/d111 1ng ~1rt:J v-.. . goll m~ 
League 11 1ght< ' Htm many people ·) 
J\t :1 larg,, nent. hem many people would you like to ac,·ommocbtc'I 
Co11111 1unit ,;. C ente r 
()ff lCc'> 
Htm I> tho.: communitv center in volved in th1;, pro1c·c t '' 
I low muc h 'cparari1)n ht'l\\·ccn the cn11 ntry cl uh :ind co111111 1111 iry center" 
\Vh:1t type o t <:\'cnts1act ivit i<:s" 
1 
I 
'- -
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APPENDIX A (Continued) 
Adj,1<::c nc11::;, for the office '' 
What J o you like about the office now? 
lnJoor/OutJoor space' 
Decks" Porche> 0 
What i~ the: most used space now? 
l<e;.troo111s 
Locker rnomlrcstrooms? 
Multip le 
What arc the future plans of the golf course '' 
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APPENDIXB 
ORIGINAL CAD PLAN 
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APPENDIXC 
QUESTIONNAIRE RESULTS 
Jewell Correspondence 
Beau fey 
Grad 5 
05.31.04 
This transmission is In regards to the interview that the five of us had with the Board 
members of the Jewell Golf and Country Club on 05.05.04. The information contained In this 
document forthwith is my recollection of the conversation we had and my notes regarding the 
needs/wants of the Board so that we might develop a program for the users of the new 
clubhouse/community center. 
Before proceeding It Is important to make clear that the purpose of this message is to 
clarify and compile all the information we possibly can from the 05.05.04 interview. Upon reading 
this I expect you to point out any inaccuracies or ambiguities as well as document information 
that I failed to record. By doing this, the five of us should be able to compile some good data for 
the program. The following notes were taken using the questionnaire typed up by Jadee before 
we went. Hopefully you guys all still have yours somewhere. 111 use the subject order from the 
aforementioned questionnaire: 
Retail 
The Board wants to sell more stuff but basically the same type of stuff that their selling noW I.e. 
shirts, tees, balls, etc. Small stuff. No bags, clubs, shoes, etc. 
They want one register. That's one for sales, fees, andthe bar. The reason for this Is the ability 
to employ one person for the three responsibilities. 
There are 12 carts for rent. As I recall this brought up a desire to have the manager's office look 
out onto the entrance or at least be able to keep track of patron's &ign-ins and payment and 
order of tee times. Traffic management was a concern. The Board also suggested having the 
office face Hot.:: # 1. 
Food 
The Board expressed a desire to prepare and serve slrnple foods using a grill, fryer, roaster, and 
oven. Natural gas Is preferred. They also expressed the desire to be able to prepare food 
themselves for events ~ather than have them catered. An Indoor grill will obviously require good 
ventilation. Dishwashlng equipment will be needed as will refrigeration equipment. The Board 
expressed having room for two people In the kitchen. 
The Board anticipates occupancy of 200 people maximum. 
The Board foresees a large room that would contain a buffet line to serve a Sunday brunch or 
like event. 
This seems to raise a question about two peoples ability in a modest kitchen to prepare food for 
200 people. 
A typical meal would be ordered from tl1e bar. 
Tuey want round tables. 
Bar everybody's fa\/Orlte subject. 
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APPENDIX C (Continued) 
The bar is to be a full bar. It will need: 
Securabfe storage for liquor bottles. 
Display storage on wall behind bar for bottles. 
A refrigerator for juices, fresh vegetables and fruit. 
A large walk-in cooler, 10'x10' minimum. 
Smoking is a must at the bar. (Health Nuts!) 
Sink 
Room for two to three kegs for tap beer. ( I'm guessing PBR, Bea~t, and Keystone, perhaps 
Stroh's) 
A Television 
The bar should be self sufficient. (Whatever that means) 
Users 
There are roughly 230 memberships for the Oub 
1/3 of typical seasons green fees are from walk-ons 
The club makes 30 to 40 fees on a good day 
There are league nights every night but Friday and Sunday 
There are tournament events every third week of the month. An attendance of 120 golfers Is 
considered a "good turnout". 
Community Center 
Some Board members are quite adamant that the clubhouse/community center facility be 
comprised of two levels: 
Up 
Oubhouse 
Office 
Bar 
~ 
Community Center 
Storage 
Mechanical 
They mentioned the use of a dumbwaiter to move food and whatever else back and fourth 
between levels. 
They envision a walk-out to the east. 
Other Pertinent Information 
Children will sometimes occupy the bar area 
Good ventilation will be needed due to smoke 
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APPENDIX C (Continued) 
The size of the current deck is adequate according to the Board. 
The board expressed a current lack of storage for food and food prep supplies, retail Items, and 
office items like paperwork. 
An outdoor grill area is necessary. 
A sizable amount of wail space will be needed to post league info. 
Ease of maintenance is quite important. 
Golf shoes will be worn inside. 
Materiality 
They like: cedar, brick, and vertical metal seam roof 
They dislike: tan/beige siding (or brick) 
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APPENDIXD 
GRAPHIC STANDARDS OCCUPANCY 
Occupant Load- Introduction 67 
"ll·' .: load ia from three 
th» united State111 . 
provided with e>ots a !. though lhev a1e comple lely OC· 
cup!ed. but their Ot:l;upar.t load need not ba Hicluded 1n 
com l)tJttno 1he total occ.upant load o f lhe build irlg" !UBC· 
Sec 3302 <all 
Most cede$ require that to detenT11na mult iplo ... se bvild-
•119 or or..:J occupancies. the occupant load IO.l I be 
based on the use tl\at proCJJces the most o.!CUpanu FOl' 
uample , the oecupant load for ii schOol muU1()10 ~e 
room, w hich ..,1:. J w ill be used for clas,rc-om ocfr .. nies 
!0 .L fac:tot • 201 u well as for aseemb'v sp11ce iO l 
factor - 1 SJ. 15 calculated uY1ng 1he 15 sq ft per oc· 
cupant factor, 
If t>uHd.ngs °' ereH con11in l WO 01 mo<& Hp1rate oc· 
Gup.1n<-·eli., 1he ove1all occupant loaio is determ ined b'f 
comµu\t"'l occupant loads tor vur;ous a•us and addITTg 
t~m l •1J"'fhtsr for &n aagregl'!lte occupant I08d 
When calcu lating occupant load for areas with fi JCed 
seatmg in benches ot pews. the numb8' c t occupa.-.u 1s 
based on one seat for ~ch 18 in. of b~nch or pew In 
dlfltng are'& >"¥'ith boo th rMHtlng. l htJ ou ue1 of oo;it 1;1 •s 
b.,sf!rl on 14 iii for ea.cl-I n.at 
MAXI MUM P'LOOR AREA PER 
OC:CUf"ANT (S Q. l"T . P E R 
--------------r::o~e~e_u•~A-•,T~~~.-:o-c -~UBC' 
--- --r--
7 nl!I 7 O!!l i 
.'.I' w11huu1 fo1.cd sr..,,tsl .aiuditorlums. bowkng 
l;d11e room s reviewing stands. stad ium• 
--......ntr.-t•d n cont .. ac c. r ms. d•ning drinklriQ ~ 
loTllMD'M· ~ ~~- -------- --+--o-~--t-'-'-15 n~t 15 na1 15 3 .,., 
3 "" 100 gro~·· 100 gross 100 ·--··-------- --- ------+--'"'·--"'--
40 net 40 O (lf 
3& 
50 
20 rw>t 20 net 20 
SO net 50 net 50 
----r-,oo-.-"'-,-. ........ ,cc uroSS 200' 
80 
240 gros.,. 240 gr0$3 
10 0 Qr0!1$ 1 OD groH -
1 20 gros~ 120 gros'3 -
300 
~~~--@!.~~~ ·~~ ~~_! +-=5~ -
;~·::~.~-~'°'' poo 
J O grc!:g 30 gross l 20 
:g :~~~ ~g :;:: ! ~ 
100 gross 100 y roi;;s ! 300~ 
200 gr-;;;;: 200 gross ! 200 
200 gross 200 gross l -
- i 200 
-----------------
_-____ ,...::___.~  
15 ner ' -· ! 60 
! l5 
-------------.·~~l]!c;!!. ~~ ~O!!. i.-:!~ 
f 50 
! 15 
' 100 
4 Stages are coo:s1derod a,,s1mlbf)' u eH - !ess con· 
centiated use 115 :SQ. fl . per occupanll in uec. 001 
!!cpannoly clossiflcd In BOCA Of SBC. 
5 USC dHSifies induttrlal .sre-as as manufac.tuting 
ateas. 
6 . BOCA and sec cl.ia Hv araos within in1· 1· .11iona1 oe· 
C\lf)&ncies. UBC c l.1•.$Jl •C6 b y occupancy Jescription 
only 
7 UBC Classifies bu Sill8SS .tnltr.I ~ olfo,:e OCC UpllllCy 
8 . uec dass1fi11s m erc1ntite areas as 'tOta-re!ail sales 
rooms. 
Cat.·...:1 ol St.11::.ni} :J'l .::1 Jls. Soutnou: Bwl01ng Godo COl"lg ress lnletl'\8ho na1. Budo.r.g Otf1c1als and Code 
-l(i.)nl la.~ W'I :!.I'-' 80UfCtl$ 
lclll IJ4. Ur.,~·ty ~ t I/ {Oming. l .ardmi& W yoming 
EXITS 
AJI th-r•·" major codes use occu"J11t lo.id:. tu ::tetc., ni11111 
lhe &b~ and number of requiled e:uts. 6.sscd onocct.i>an' 
1011cb and area usages_ it is l)o~1.·bl#t to dc7~rmin~ the 
requked e .11ils-. arr111f"Mjemen t. 111tJ ~;zu of 1$•11 c:umPo-
nenm. Aft three COl'le'I fBOCA, SBC ttrtd UBCI COMidN 
an e>1 it to be m0te then merely a Ckior. A hhm-"l)h :spe,:;d c 
definitions .. ,) ., 1<tith e ach code, 1t11iu. 1.1 iual'v are co• 
sidored 10 t..1:1 continuous and unobstructed m t on<J ot 
egress to a public w •y and m~v >nclude cueh buil<J1;~g 
e&emen1s as doors. corr ido1s. ;1.1 , ... , balr.:or 11 .... IOOt;uas. 
o:icit coun:s, etc. El"'ators are not consldereo exits. Re· 
qulrements fo r arrangem ents, size. and opet11t1on o l o· 
ii& vary: consul1 epprooriat • code for sc•·cilic 
lnfonnatlon . 
MINIMUM E X ITS B A SED ON U S AGE 
MINIMUM TWO E ll:IT S 
R£QUIRtO W Ht:l't£ O.t.. 
IS A. T Ll!AST : 
A ircraft hangers 
Auc1ioo rooms 
A.sembly 8fC8S 
Children' s nomu and 
hom,,,., l or thu aged 
C n1i1::>c.ms 
Oormotot<es 
Owt l'• '"lljJS 
Hospitals, san11anums, 
llfld nurs10g homes 
Hotels and apartments 
Kitchens (commerC'laU 
Library read'n~ rooms 
Loc.lu!lrroom'l 
t.1anufacturing J "<Jas 
Mechantcal eq•~·P .,.. .. .-,1 
'°""'' Nurseries for cNk:lren 
fd:.vc:trft: 
Of!it:".' ~ 
Park.Ing gc.rages 
SchOol ~nvps ond 
'locational tooms 
S kating lin ks 
Storage and ~tocktooms 
StOf'es 
lreto1l H ies rooms! 
basem ents 
r,r-:und f lours 
i-r r..er floors 
Swimming pool\. 
WarahouHs 
All o thlH' 
10 
20 
so 
6 
5-0 
10 
10 
6 
10 
30 
50 
30 
30 
30 
7 
30 
30 
50 
60 
30 
2 e111ts m1mmum 
&O 
10 
50 
30 
so 
9 UBC COl'lsicers s to r&gtt and ~lockr0<rn1 aroa~ a.'I •n or 
oge OCC\lponcv 1300 sq. h . per occupant> 
10. BOCA and SBC do not separate hotel1apartmor'lt and' 
d" ·1 hn g occupenc•· :> 
1 1. 80CAdoos not closaify .;.~;i.vately sto-,r n- 1tnks from 
other &s:Sembly a1eas - It ..... ., coocen1•.it...J use ! 1 & sq 
h . "'°' Of.:~ up1ntl SBC di~ .. 1 not se~rate areas 
w1tl-1 '1 skuMg tink s 
BUILDING LOADS AND CALCULATIONS 
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GRAPHIC STANDARDS TOILETS 
Plumbing Fixture Req uir me nls 323 
CMP .. OYEES 1 LAVA.TORIES EMPLOYEES 
--.-.,- ---- - -----,---- 1 20 
16 J:; 2 21 40 
3e 55 3 <11 Al'! 
5f RO 4 61 -o 
SI l'l,; 5 81 100 
1•1 ht 6 JOT - 125 
!'ii !·~1 I 1?6 150 
a 1- - 11s 
.:dlbolu! WJIWCO"i 1 J... CJ. OnecJdJ1l11..>ral lava rorv lo • l"'d(ll 30m l!X( 
• "'ocnol 190 of 175 
-----
STRIAL. FOUN D R IE S . AND STORAGE 
(Mi"1..0VEES 
--------~ 
EMf"LOYl!F-$ LAVAfORIES 
- +-----
tJR I NALS 
1-B 
9 16 
17 .J(' 
31 45 
S 4G 65 
One add1t1on.il l,,.,.1tory 'or 1t1teh 2~ in c~ccss 
of EIS 
1 100 
11,).1 100 
..:u; :co 
401 -700 
LAVATORIES OCCUl'ANTS 
1 - l('O 
·o· ' CO 
~O . -lC 
401-700 
5 /01-1100 5 701 - 1100 
0 . d llt ' ''Jni11 wrin:il for each 
I of 1100 
Or'A't .11..tdit>onal -ai.-•tory for &JCh 
1SOO in excess of 1100 5'.K:h 
!avJtoi ~ n&ed not be tuppl:ed 
wil!i hot watei 
H;l'lt;t "V sci:OOI ... 
~ t· 1.~ 11tirs ; 
ir;.·1 male-..01..U 1 
nltM I W1t111n 
odor 
5 f,.., !~P 
l'c• 
m h 
f' t I lar l?0.::'1 
c :00111"1ts 
INSTITUTIONAL HOSPITALS 
For patiAntf u<;:e 
1 OM w:1tu closet ;111d or"(' lavi111ory tor •.teh 10 
patients 
2. On1? ~lmw<i!r or bathtub fur each 20 ~ti~nu 
J . One f1 i"lking I~ mtain or equi..,.il~nt foi:turv fer 
each 1W patient~ 
r- : .. 1 ,.,. 1 for emplo) ... ~ 1t·11 sam& ar. re id tor ;roup 
I... , occupancy and MPihrl(I? lrom !hose< ~.Jf p.tti~,1:1 
INSTITU110NAL, MENTAL HOSPITALS 
Fnr patients' use· 
One w<atOf clo<;el. on.e ta, ,1! )CV. end one rhowe1 
or bathtub. !or uch 8 pati11 u . 
2 One 1,hinlung lountnin or equ1v1!ef't f••ture for 
ex:h SO oatle!\t1i 
i::,,1.tures fo1 ~1111•ov~cs the sa as required ICY. g1oup 
Cl <lCCUDW"IC\ ·. and aeoaiace ho: .. 1ho u.• fOf pet;er>ts . 
I NSTI TUT IONAL P£NAL INSTITUTIONS 
For inma111 UR-
1 Onl!. ,·: 11et .:lo1Ct and or.e l.aY4tot•1 in e.JC ' l 1,.· t1:!1. 
2 One1! 1.weront>.achfloorono«h1ehcell1ai elncal8d. 
3 . Onl'J watCf closet and o~~ lav11t.,ry for i"'lmat~ use 
a ... allable in each exc•e1~ 1 ea 
Lavatories fu1 ITTm~e use nee~ n{ft bu S<. 1ta with hc l 
wJter F1.1(1url'S fer emfJloyef'~ t~ umo • requ1•od ~or 
group C 1 occupancy ar :t placod 1n S~P8'6IC rootT'li;. fJ M' 
ttuJ'fC us~d oy !rmal&$ 
MISCELLANEOUS 
Ttmporary toilet facllme5 th;1li bf provided fOf am 
plO'w e.? l enga!)l!'d in thr co.,strUC'C1on, a h1!n1tio 11, rcp1ir. 
or oernolitlon ot buikling<; o" the basis o~ I u nit fo1 
each 30 pf!!1sons 
PUBLIC B~THING OCCUPANCIES 
F-<1<:1li• ;• ( tor bathen at swimm•llQ pool<;, shull consist 
of at .-,1 t the follow{ng: 
1 0 110 w a t(lf cl<i l !or aach 40 lemolc5 and 60 malnt. 
2 01111: wriru1l f()f ract\ 60 rr .J ~ .t. 
3 One lavatoty !Of 1t11eh 60 hathets 
;llS lf~u ,J ,'OtiP 
4 One shower fcv eoch 40 f. - 1, ~.,<I 40 nu 1. 111 
schooh~ such utqtMOd sl<owcu s•· .J,l •· ral one n 1rtJ 
the nurnb~r of pupil!!. in 1hP. larQ('<;I Cl 
" 
BUS;NESS. IC ~ OCCUPANCY1 
8 d1t •; "I'\.· rt pr1~ ,,,.il't br the 1r<1nwctionot husineu, 
.... 111 t~ h.tndli- ·•1 o • mc-chandise bc:rg in ntdl to 
1 u·11n.aty use. 
MERCANTIL£ tC 1 OCCUPANCY! 
Bu ·~ , u~ imm1rily ,,.,, 1r-e d1~play o l merchandisr. 
.it" d ih -..It> lo l,..1? pu c 
AOOITIONAL REQUI REM EN TS 
I . 0111." drM1k1ng fou11t1 .n er equivalent fotlure for 
1..;..:h 75 empk>·~ .. d 
2. I nal1 may be '°'~tirutc:d lor "Ot m.ol'"I! 1han Of'lf! 
rh1rd of the r~u·red n umber ~f .v;ue1 cl01>CU .-;"ler. 
":'\Ont than J S P•<lle. o1rt: cmplcy!d . 
INDUSTRIAL IC J OCCUPANCY\ 
Bu ; used orim.:irilv !or l"t·~ mcJ1.\<f1t:t1Jre 01 
1110 (If ptocJutU 
STORAGE 1C -i OCCUPANCY> 
Bm·dinqs uiad primarily fut tht: -.to1a9f" of °' tru?f,er 
for m9tChi• JI!, 1w.hic'lr.' O< r1im .1 I 
AOOITION1'L REQlJIRl:MENTS 
1. n ..,<! drink. 1• ·i founta in or .cu1valent lixtu :l!' f01 
h 75et-fl(') ,., ;. 
2 Urit ;; , p , ,,,, f ~ w nl're """ore t l-.an 10 mcJlM ate 
P.mployed : 1 for 11 ·29; 2 for 30 79 Ol'IC addi1ional 
t. rin.al for each 80 1n eXCP.U of 79 
-.ss l=.MBt. Y iC 5 OCClJPlo.NCY1 
Bu1hl <JI i.;sed or;m:nilv for the :•~-mb: •; for athlei1c, 
~JC (}(\JI. 1t'i-;ious. toe1a1 er S1 m1<ar purpoSf'1. 
A.OOITIONAl REQUIRE ..... ENl 
One drinki09 fu1mtoin for l".teh JOOU OCC:IJ~NT1$. 
but at lt·.r:..t one on •ach floor 
MULllPLE OWELLfNGS 
Provide pluf"'l!l ng sySlems 111nd fi.m~sh tiot end cold 
w •:otr. Pro11i1L Nithin l!och rtwelli.,g uni1: 
One kitchen Stnk 
One w a. t-?r cJn ":I '· 
3 Ono ba\htLb o,. ..,,_ower 
4 One lavatory 
~" ''"9 ·ommc.HlJ~;Ofli.- fu1 each mult1pl11: llf sh: 
~ , ·1i lng l ~.)tn J)(Olliae '. 
I. One w31er ckiw.t 
2. Onot- h1nht1Jb m showi>f 
3. 01'\e l:r.oator" 
<; -.:ping accommod1mons- '1ormifo11es lur ed!Ch m\: I 
,.,, of 15 Pf"'WJM provide · 
I . One wner ctosei 
L Onl'! bdthtub or showe· 
3 . One lavatory. 
Urlr.al'. may b ot subn1tu1ed !rn n CJt mot"e r :i-. one 
v·urd o f the rdluired nur"'be of 11 .. 1ur c•:ls.o-· s. F 1litic-1. 
fo r ba~h·us at twlmmirg ~ools o:h.au cor,. -t 1)1 ..11 1015( 
tt>~ f~l;owing: 
I On(! .... ate' cloSll!t to r ea..:h <10 f1.mal~ and 60 ma1!!S 
2 Ont: urinal tor ~:it.-h 60 rrales 
3. One lav11tory for tech 60 ftimales anO 60 mirles 
< One Viowllf for e1o1ch 40 !~Dies ilrd 40 m.1lr.-. 
GENERAL NOTt:S 
I Ptumb!f1{1 l11h1te reqti hYncnrs shown "'l!I ba~oo on 
New York $ t.::i1 0 Un•form Fire Prev ·r·· on aoC Buildir.g 
Cooo and cen serve only a!'i a 01 d~ Consulr c..-ot!•·s in 
totce in anM ot construction and noto tnd f1• ~~ul 
<tgcnciu 11 .. bot Depm·•.ment, Gono1al Suivlcu 
Admini:itration. ot: l and corti~y with their , .. ,. lite· 
n •llS 
Plumbing fixturt' reciuire:noot.s ar~ to bfl b.i9ed on 
the n .1.~hn .. m Ir.gal occupancy ilml not on the 
octu~I or ..,,, :icioat«I occupancy. 
3 P1oportioninq ol toilet laciliti~ betwtten men and 
won ~ ri is b .J'kd Ort a 50-50 ' lo rlbu1inn. HOwlfV9r, 
1n c .crtain •" l'S<tS conditio01 o( o«upancy mav 
warrant alft. ,t onal fadlitfe-s for men er WO!Tli' 1 
above the b01sic 50· 50 dis1•ih11tio" 
PLUMBING 
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APPENDIXF 
TOM LESLIE'S PROGRAMMING LESSON 
Program Analysis 
Arch 528G 
Integrated Design Laboratory 
Programming 
• Areas Block Diagrams 
• Adjacencies versus Affinities 
• Organizational Strategies 
• Iterative Process. 
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APPENDIX F (Continued) 
What Now? 
• Need to organize information-both explicit and 
inferred 
• Need to understand spatial and functional 
implications 
• Need strategy to synthesize and test architectural 
ideas 
• Need to communicate facts and implications back to 
client 
• Tools for doing this. 
Programming 
• Combination of analysis, learning, and understanding 
• Can be form generator, more likely to inform massing 
decisions or allow quantitative judgements 
• Good programming decisions tend to disappear. Bad 
programming decisions linger. 
• Traditionally a linear process. However, with digital 
capabilities, programming has the potential to be 
more intuitive, more creative and more responsive 
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PROGRAMMING FOR JGCC PROJECT 
Space SQ. O/o Daylight Golf Public/Private Plumbing Noise 
FT. SQ. Course 
FT. View 
Event 2250 45% Yes Yes Public No No 
Space 
Golf 750 15% Yes Yes Public No No 
Seating 
Bar 250 5% No Yes Public Yes No 
Kitchen 500 10% No No Private Yes Yes 
Manager 100 2% Yes Yes Private No No 
Mechanical 00 No No Private Yes Yes 
Bathrooms 300 6% No No Private Yes Yes 
Retail 50 1% No No Public No No 
Circulation 00 No No Public No No 
Storage 00 No No Public No Yes 
-
TOTAL 5000 
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APPENDIXG . (Contmtued) 
88 ,..... • 0,.,1hroon 
i t 
Manager~ l 
Rct.1il 
Affinities 
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APPENDIX G (Continued) 
Adjacencies, Centralized 
Adjacencies, Linear 
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APPENDIX G (Continued) 
Two Organizational Ideas 
linear 
( 
Centrali7ed II 
-o~ 
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APPENDIX G (Continued) 
I I 
Sketch showing centralized plan 
> 
Bnr 
Manager 
Sketch showing linear plan 
Manager . 
( 
.:J T 
- . 
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APPENDIX G (Continued) 
L. 
''"""""' t 
-; bT ~ I?; r1 Bar •-
!1 -- • .,...1. --~T · ~ 
'! f' 'f"" I 
. ~I Kitchen · -~ 1 l 
! 
J' 
Event Space 
~ Mechanical/ 
Mechanical Above 
Jewell Golf & Country Club Plan 
L 
CJolfSc:!tmg 
l.Hnl Space 
_J_J 
Jewell Golf & Country Club Plan 
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PENA'S TABLES AND MATRICES 
Problem 
Seeking 
A process based on architectural practice and used to provide a 
Programming concerns five steps: 
1. Establish Goals 
2. Collect and Analyze Facts 
3. Uncover and Test Concepts 
4. Determine Needs 
5. State the Problem 
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APPENDIX H (Continued) 
These four major considerations (or 
design determinants) indicate the types of 
information needed: 
Function Form Economy Time 
It concerns The design, Concern for the Three 
activities, structure, or initial budget considerations -
relationship of pattern of a and quality of past, present, 
spaces, and work as it construction, and future -
the ir people - relates to the but may include which deal with 
number and site or the operating and the influences 
characteristics physica l life cycle costs of history and 
environment the inevitability 
of change 
The total design process includes two 
stages: analysis and synthesis. 
Analysis 
Programming 
Synthesis 
Design 
Parts of a design are 
separated and identified. 
Parts are put together to 
form a coherent design 
solution. 
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APPENDIX H (Continued) 
Programming 
The problem statement, then, is the interface 
between programming and design . 
The first three steps are primarily the search 
for pertinent information. 
The fourth step is a feasibility test. 
The last step is distilling what has been 
found. 
Goals Facts Concepts Needs Problem 
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APPENDIX H (Continued) 
1. Establish Goals 
2. Collect and Analyze Facts 
3. Uncover and Test Concepts 
4. Determine Needs 
5. State the Problem 
Steps may be taken in a different order or at the same time .. . . . 
all but the last step! 
Information Index 
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Twnt lt.,..-... Pl~Hb" 
1 ·-
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... 
'.bl..J. ........ . .... q.. ~r.::~:·*" ' ~~ .... .IQ~t.._c,..,.,.,,,•,, 11·>11n "'11:1111>.lc 
fl\tu cM '·""~ Pr.:t<>.l°' U ·~·M•; 1 ....... 1..tilt 
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BRUCE BASSLER'S PREMISES 
Middle School 
Schematic Design Premises 
l·UNC'TlON 
Since the organizational structure is to be departmentalized within an open 
plan, the design should provide for some physical identity for each subject 
group without establishing definite boundaries or limits. 
FOR\! 
Since the school should provide for the total needs of the student, the design 
should facilitate the unscheduled social interaction of students as well as 
the scheduled educational activities. 
Middle School 
Schematic Design Premises 
ECO'-'OMY 
The project budget is fixed and allows for a building cost of $135 .00 I square 
foot; therefore, the quality of building systems, materials and finishes must 
be balanced within the budget without sacrificing durability, maintenance 
and operating costs. 
'I !\/I F. 
Since the educational requirements will likely change many times during the 
life of the school, the facility must accommodate changes in educational 
philosophy, teaching methods and techniques. 
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APPENDIXJ 
FUNCTION, FORM, ECONOMY, TIME 
Function 1 people 2 activities 
3 relationships 
Form 4 site 5 environment 
6 quality 
Economy 
7 initial budget 
8 operating costs 
9 life-cycle costs 
Time 
11 past 
12 present 
13 future 
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KAHN'S DRAWING 
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KAHN'S FINAL DESIGN 
ll 
.._,.,,.-.::-.--.. ............. ---~ .. ~----. .. -~--
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-; _ - I 
··1 
.,. 
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BUBBLE DIAGRAMS BY JADEE GOERING 
P ltnnb tng 
Centr-91 COra R e l.t.lon a N pe 
8 
8 
Pub Pc 
N o n-Plt.1mblno 
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JGCCPLAN 
Golf Seating 
'" .. · 1 
r~ 
Event Space 
[_ 
Storage- J I ~ ; __ __J -
I ....--1 
.. I 
- I _: 
~ Mechanical/ 
Mechanical Above 
Jewell Golf & Country Club Plan 
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GOALS AND PICTURE OF PROJECT 
Iowa State University 
Pre ··err· r·toal<::: 
.. ,) J ..... .J -
:J a building that is a better value 
:J self supporting facility 
:J increased publicity 
:J architectural presence welcoming people to tmvn 
:J interaction with community 
:J additional space for events 
.J commun ity center 
Rendering by Drew Stephan and Karl Clark, 2005. 
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